
SELF CARE AT HOME
Easy Tips for a Quick Fix

 

  

OH HONEY! FULL FACIAL

1) Exfoliate with your current

favorite, or make your own by

mixing coffee grounds and your oil

of choice (coconut, jojoba, avocado),

and gently rubbing it onto your face

for a minute.

 

2) Steam baby! Bring a saucepan of

water to boil, add 2 drops of your

favorite essential oil (Lavender to

relax, Eucalyptus to invigorate,

Rosemary to ground), toss a towel

over your head as you lean over the

pot, and allow the steam to open

your pores for 5-10 minutes.

 

3) Apply an easy mask by mixing

organic raw honey with probiotic

powder. Leave on for up to 30

minutes. Rinse, and wipe face clean.

 

4) Finish off with your normal night

time routine. Favorites include: A

rosewater spray mist, brightening

serums, and nourishing facial oils.

BRRR! COLD SHOWER

Yikes! Scary at first, but the benefits

of cold showers greatly outweigh

the initial shock. Did you know that

cold showers help to balance the

glandular system- promoting

healthy, youthful looking skin. They

increase circulation, and decrease

nerve problems. Cold water creates

a practice of resilience, especially

when it’s already cold out! Frigid

showers also bring blood to the

capillaries, again read- glowing skin.

What are you waiting for? Jump in!



 

  

NATURE NURTURE

City living can be rough. Constant

exposure to free radicals, chemicals,

and more can wreak havoc on the

skin and increase stress. If a nature

getaway is not in the cards for now,

try these tips to get your daily dose.

 

1) Bath in the Sun from the comfort

of your yard or balcony. Vitamin D

helps regulate our circadian

rhythms- better sleep, and so many

more benefits.

 

2) Get dirty! Garden, move around

your potted plants, whatever you

need to do to dig your hands in.

Certain soil microbes have been

found to have a natural

antidepressant on the brain. A

happy brain, is a beautiful one.

 

3) Walk it out. Ok, this one involves

going outside the comfort of your

home, but you don’t have to venture

far to reap the benefits. Walking at

least 30 minutes a day is ideal, but

even the shortest of walks help to

reduce stress and fatigue, increase

cardiovascular capacity, and

improve joint and muscular health.

OMM...MEDITATE!

Mediation can look different for

everybody. For many people, sitting

in silence is not realistic, and frankly

just adds to the stress they’re

already feeling. Here are some

alternatives to weave mediation

into your day.

 

1) Dancing queen! That’s right,

pump up your favorite jams, and

wiggle around like no one is

watching. Benefits include:

nostalgic silliness from your playlist

flashbacks, looking like a goofball

from the comfort of your living

room, and an ecstatic endorphin

rush.

 

2) Doodle time. Pick up a pencil (or

crayon, paintbrush, whatever your

tool is), and simply let it move

without thinking about the result.

Let whatever wants to pour through

your instrument makes its way onto

your canvas, without judgement.

 

3)Get creative in the kitchen!

Connect with ingredients, and

create a healthy meal that nourishes

the body and soul. Extra points for

sharing it with loved ones.


